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We discuss the rules for designing nanostructured plasmonic backcontact of thin-film
crystalline silicon solar cells using two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (2DFDTD) method. A novel efficient quasi-periodic plasmonic nanograting is designed. Numerical calculations demonstrate that broadband and polarization-insensitive absorption
enhancement is achieved by the proposed structure which is based on a supercell geometry containing N subcells in each of which there is one Ag nanowire deposited on the
backcontact of the solar cell. The proposed structure offers the possibility of controlling
the number and location of photonic and plasmonic modes and outperforms the periodic
plasmonic nanogratings which only utilize plasmonic resonances. We start by tuning the
plasmonic mode of one subcell and then construct the supercell based on the final design of the subcell. Our findings show that with a proper choice of key parameters of
the nanograting, several photonic and plasmonic modes can be excited across the entire
spectral region where crystalline silicon (c-Si) is absorbing. The absorption enhancement
is significant, particularly in the long wavelength region where c-Si is weakly absorbing.
Keywords: Thin-film solar cells; surface plasmon polariton; waveguide mode; nanograting; FDTD method.
PACS numbers: 88.40.H-, 88.40.hj, 78.67.Qa, 02.70.-c

1. Introduction
Thin-film solar cells have attracted a great deal of attention due to their potential
to reduce the cost of energy consumption. However, the efficiency of thin-film solar
cells is limited because of weak absorption of the incident light in the thin absorbing
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layer. Hence, various light trapping techniques have been proposed to enhance the
efficiency of thin-film solar cells, such as antireflection coatings (AR),1,2 reflective
substrate and textured surface,3,4 photonic crystals,5,6 metallic nanoparticles,7–9
periodic metallic nanogratings10–12 and dielectric gratings.13–15
An interesting technique for enhancing light absorption in thin-film solar cells
involves the use of metallic nanostructures to excite surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs). SPPs are electromagnetic excitations propagating at the interface between
a dielectric and a metal, evanescently confined in the perpendicular direction.16
Upon excitation, SPPs generate a strong near-field in the proximity of the nanostructures. Since optical absorption in solar cells is proportional to the electric field
squared, the strong near-field causes a large optical absorption. A common way
to excite SPP in solar cells is to utilize periodic plasmonic nanostructures at the
bottom of absorbing layer.17– 23 It is shown that by properly optimizing backcontact nanogratings, considerable absorption enhancement is achieved.24 However,
the periodic structure can excite only one strong SPP resonance in the long wavelength range in transverse magnetic (TM) mode (the electric field component is in
the plane), and has no considerable benefit for transverse electric (TE) mode (the
magnetic field component is in the plane).17
In this work, we design a crystalline silicon solar cell with quasi-periodic plasmonic backcontact which is capable of exciting several photonic and plasmonic
modes over a broad spectral range leading to a broadband absorption enhancement
for both TE and TM modes. While periodic plasmonic backcontact can only excite
SPP mode in the long wavelength region and quasi-periodic structures are utilized
for the excitation of photonic modes,25,26 our design is capable of controlling both
plasmonic and photonic modes in the wavelength region of interest. Although, for
demonstrative purposes, very thin crystalline silicon (c-Si) layer is considered as
the absorbing material, the presented designing rules can be easily adopted for various semiconductors and thicknesses. The advantages of our design are as follows:
(1) Fabrication of such structure is technologically feasible, (2) it can excite both
planar waveguides and plasmonic modes in the long wavelength range where c-Si
has a very weak absorption, (3) the number and location of modes can be adjusted
through a broad parameter space. We begin by periodic plasmonic nanogratings
to tune the shape and location of SPP resonances in the wavelength range of our
interest. To this end, the role of key parameters such as period, height and width
of nanogratings is discussed. Then, the final design is used as the base element
for generating the supercell. We then discuss the effect of supercell key parameters on the number of photonic modes. To investigate the underlying physics of
light trapping by the proposed structure, diffraction by nanogratings is examined.
Two-dimensional finite-difference time domain (2D-FDTD) method is employed to
perform all required calculations, including light absorption spectra, near-field distribution in the absorbing layer, diffraction, Fabry–Perot (FP), planar waveguide
and plasmonic modes.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the quasi-periodic nanograting deposited on the back side
of the solar cell. The supercell period (P ), width (w), height (h) and location (d1 , d2 , . . . , dN ) of
nanowires are indicated.

2. Structure Design and Simulation Details
To provide simple guidelines for the design of an optimum structure, we consider a
simple geometry as an illustrative model. The attained design rules can be easily
adopted for more realistic models of solar cells. The proposed structure consisting
of an active layer and a nanostructured plasmonic backcontact is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The Ag layer at the bottom of absorbing layer acts as a backcontact and as
a substrate for Ag nanogratings. The quasi-periodic nanogratings are composed of
N subcells in each of which there is one Ag nanowire. The grating gaps are filled
with a dielectric material with the refractive index of n. This design can efficiently
excite numerous photonic and plasmonic modes and provide multiple parameters
for optimization through tuning the shape and location of optical resonances within
the wavelength range of interest. The whole structure is characterized by a period
(P ), height (h) and width (w) of nanowires, and di (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) indicating
the position of each nanowire in the related subcell. Therefore, considering either
N = 1 or d1 = d2 = · · · = dN identifies the periodic nanogratings.
To evaluate the performance of the structures under investigation in the excitation of optical modes and calculate absorption spectra, we employ 2D-FDTD
method.27 The FDTD method is a versatile computational technique which directly
solves the time-dependent Maxwell’s equations using second-order accurate central
difference in time and space and takes into account both electric and magnetic
fields. The FDTD method has been significantly improved to be used in various
applications in nanooptics and nanophotonics.28 – 30
We utilize the FDTD method for all kinds of calculation required for this study,
including calculation of absorption, FP and SPP resonances, planar waveguide
modes and diffraction. The simulation spaces are illustrated in Fig. 2. The top and
bottom sides of the computational domains are terminated with perfectly matched
layers (PMLs).27 Periodic boundary conditions (PBC)27 are employed along the
left- and right-hand sides due to the periodic nature of the structures. To implement
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the FDTD simulation geometries to calculate: (a) Absorption
in the c-Si layer, (b) waveguide modes and (c) diffraction and SPP modes, where a line detector
is used to calculate near- to far-field transformation and a point detector is used for SPP mode
calculation.

the dispersive media in the FDTD method, we use Drude–Lorentz dispersion model
for Ag, fitted to optical data from Johnson and Christy31 and the optical constant
of Si has been treated within the FDTD using a Lorentz dispersion model, fitted to
optical data from Palik.32 For calculating absorption spectra, diffraction and SPP
modes, plane wave at normal incidence is injected using total field–scattered field
technique (TF/SF),27 while for waveguide mode analysis a dipole source is applied.
To calculate the absorption in the active layer, two detectors are used at the
top and bottom of the absorbing layer to calculate the input Ptop (λ) and output
Pbottom (λ) power [Fig. 2(a)]. The optical absorption spectrum is computed according to A(λ) = (Ptop (λ) − Pbottom (λ))/Pin (λ), where Pin (λ) is the incident power.
The
total absorbance integrated over the required spectral range is calculated by
R
A(λ)dλ. The absorption enhancement is defined as the ratio of total absorption
in the c-Si layer with nanostructured backcontact to the total absorption in the
reference structure.
The FDTD geometry for studying planar waveguide modes in absorbing layer is
depicted in Fig. 2(b). A dipole placed in the c-Si layer excites waveguide modes. By
recording electromagnetic fields at the detector position and using Fourier transform, waveguide modes are calculated.
Although the grating equation gives the angles of diffracted beam, it cannot
be used to estimate the fraction of energy in each diffraction order.33 Here, we
utilize the FDTD method for calculation of diffraction. The simulation space is
displayed in Fig. 2(c). In this case, FP and waveguide modes cannot be excited.
A line detector positioned behind the plane wave source measures the reflected
light. We take advantage of a method based on near-field to far-field techniques to
evaluate the reflection intensity of nanogratings.27
3. Results and Discussions
To obtain the guidelines for optimal design of nanostructured plasmonic backcontact for broadband absorption enhancement, we begin with periodic nanogratings
1550111-4
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(d)

Fig. 3. (Color online) Cross-section of the simulated geometries of (a) reference structure,
(b) plane backcontact, (c) nanostructured backcontact and (d) absorption in the c-Si layer for
three different designs.

and investigate the impact of key parameters on the excitation of various optical modes. To this end, we calculate light absorption in the absorbing layer for
three different designs: A reference structure which is a 200 nm of c-Si slab in air
[Fig. 3(a)], a thin-film c-Si layer deposited on a plane backcontact consisting of
80 nm of dielectric layer with the refractive index of n = 1.5 and an infinitely thick
back substrate of Ag [Fig. 3(b)] and a thin-film c-Si layer deposited on a nanostructured backcontact [Fig. 3(c)]. The period, height and width of nanogratings are
fixed as 200, 80 and 100 nm, respectively. The incident light wavelength ranges from
400–1100 nm. The calculated absorption spectra in the active layer are shown in
Fig. 3(d). For the reference structure, only FP resonances are excited in the short
wavelength range. It is the same for the structure with a plane backcontact. However, in the latter case the absorption is enhanced due to stronger FP resonances.
By embedding Ag nanowires within the dielectric layer, new peaks are appeared
in the absorption spectrum and a small shift is observed in the FP resonances.
The extra peaks in the wavelengths below 800 nm are due to the excitation of planar waveguide modes. The most important role of Ag nanograting in this case is to
1550111-5
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Magnetic field profiles inside the c-Si layer for periodic nanogratings at
the bottom of absorbing layer at wavelengths of (a) 556 nm, (b) 700 nm and (c) 968 nm.

excite the SPP resonance which leads to very strong absorption enhancement in the
spectral range of 800–1100 nm where c-Si has a very weak absorption. The modal
calculations and the optical field profiles shown in Fig. 4 confirm the excitation of
photonic and plasmonic modes.
In addition to the excitation of optical resonances, it is important to be able to
tune the resonances at the wavelength range of interest. Therefore, it is necessary
to investigate the effect of nanogratings parameters, including size and period of
nanogratings, on the position and shape of optical resonances. To begin, we study
the effect of height of nanogratings on absorption in solar cells. The thickness of
the c-Si layer, width and period of nanogratings are fixed as 200, 100 and 200 nm.
Light absorption in the c-Si layer as a function of wavelength with varying height of
nanogratings is shown in Fig. 5(a). The plasmonic resonance shifts towards longer
wavelengths when the height of nanogratings increases.
Next, we investigate the effect of width of nanogratings on the position and
shape of SPP resonance. The thickness of the c-Si layer, height and period of
nanogratings are fixed as: 200, 80 and 200 nm. Figure 5(b) depicts the absorption

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (Color online) Absorption in the c-Si layer with varying (a) height and (b) width of
nanogratings.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Absorption spectra of the solar cell for various periods of nanogratings.
The inset shows the magnetic field profile at wavelength of 848 nm corresponding to P = 300 nm.

spectra for various widths of nanowire. As the width of nanograting increases, the
plasmonic resonance shifts towards longer wavelengths. In all cases, although the
width of plasmon resonance changes, the corresponding total absorption is almost
unchanged.
Another parameter that can play an important role to shift both plasmon resonance and planar waveguide modes is the period of nanograting. To verify it, we
keep constant the thickness of the absorbing layer, height and width of nanowire
as 200, 80 and 100 nm and vary the period from 200 nm to 500 nm. As shown in
Fig. 6, increasing period shifts SPP resonances (labeled as 4 and 5) toward longer
wavelength. When the period of nanograting is 300 nm, additional enhanced absorbance feature (labeled as 1) can be observed in the long wavelength range which
cannot be attributed to plasmonic modes. The magnetic field distribution at the
wavelength of 848 nm, depicted in the inset of Fig. 6, confirms that it is a planar
waveguide mode.
Similar to the plasmon resonance, planar waveguide modes (labeled as 1, 2
and 3) shift towards longer wavelengths by increasing the period of nanograting.
It confirms that it is possible to have multiple optical modes in the wavelength
range of interest which can be achieved by proper design of nanogratings. However,
this goal is not reachable by just increasing the period. To verify it, we show the
absorption spectra versus period in Fig. 7. The overall absorption in the wavelength
range of 800-1100 nm for periods between 150 nm and 250 nm is only due to the
excitation of SPP modes. As discussed, increasing period of nanograting shifts the
SPP resonances toward longer wavelengths. For periods larger than 250 nm, a new
peak due to the excitation of waveguide modes is appeared. By increasing the period
of nanogratings beyond 300 nm, higher-order waveguide modes enter the desired
1550111-7
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Absorption spectra versus period for the case of periodic nanogratings of
80 nm height and 100 nm width. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the absorption spectra
of Fig. 6.

range and SPP resonance leaves the region. Therefore, it is not possible to keep
the plasmon resonance and add more than one waveguide mode in the wavelength
range of interest by increasing the period.
After designing a single periodic nanograting, we can use it as the base element
to construct the quasi-periodic nanogratings including N elements (N = 2, 3, . . .).
It turns out that the absorption enhancement due to the SPP resonance almost
remains unaffected, while more planar waveguide modes (depending on N ) appear
in the long wavelength region.
Figure 8(a) compares the absorption spectra calculated for quasi-periodic
nanogratings with a period of 400 nm (N = 2), 600 nm (N = 3) and 800 nm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Absorption in the c-Si layer for the periodic nanogratings (N = 1) and quasi-periodic
nanogratings with N = 2, N = 3 and N = 4 in the long wavelength region and (b) comparison of
light absorption in the wavelength range of 400–1100 nm for the cases of quasi-periodic (N = 3)
with periodic (N = 1) nanogratings and the reference structure.
1550111-8
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(N = 4) with that for the periodic structure (N = 1) with a period of 200 nm. For
N = 1, only one absorption enhancement peak is occurred in the long wavelength
range which is due to the excitation of a surface plasmon resonance. No waveguide mode is observed in the long wavelength range. However, both plasmonic and
waveguide modes are excited for N bigger than one. Therefore, the quasi-periodic
nanogratings outperform the periodic ones in terms of excitation of several waveguide modes besides the SPP resonance, leading to a large absorption enhancement
in the long wavelength range. Although, quasi-periodic structures with higher N
can introduce more photonic modes, there is an optimal value of N for which both
number of peaks in the favored wavelength region and their height are optimum. As
seen in Fig. 8(a), the highest absorption enhancement for the current structure is
occurred when N = 3, and for higher N , the absorption peaks are shifted far away
from the wavelength region of interest. It is also observed in Fig. 8(b) that for the
short wavelength range, adding quasi-periodic plasmonic nanogratings maintains a
good absorbance comparable to the periodic nanogratings.
To understand the underlying mechanism of absorption enhancement, the magnetic field profile inside the absorbing layer corresponding to the resonance wavelengths of 832, 893.5, 988 and 1047 nm are depicted in Figs. 9(a)–9(d). The figures
confirm the excitation of photonic and plasmonic modes, and coupling between
these modes due to employing quasi-periodic nanogratings at the bottom of the absorbing layer. The strong field at the Ag/c-Si interfaces demonstrates the excitation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. (Color online) Magnetic field profiles inside the c-Si layer for the quasi-periodic nanogratings at the bottom of absorbing layer at the wavelengths of (a) 832 nm, (b) 893.5 nm, (c) 988 nm
and (d) 1047 nm.
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Fig. 10. (Color online) The effect of refractive index of dielectric material on the absorption
enhancement.

of plasmonic modes, and the strong field confinement inside the c-Si layer reveals
the excitation of photonic modes. Coupling between plasmonic and photonic modes
is observed in the figures.
Next, we investigate the effect of the additional degree of freedom, the refractive
index of the embedding material, on the light absorption in the absorbing layer. In
Fig. 10, absorption in the active layer in the wavelength range of 800–1100 nm for
the quasi-periodic nanogratings (N = 3) embedded in different dielectric materials
are plotted. The refractive index of embedding material is varied from 1.2 to 2.5.
In the case of n = 2, additional absorption enhancement peak at the wavelength
of 938 nm can be observed which is due to the excitation of a planar waveguide
mode. Despite of that, the total absorption for n = 1.5 is higher. Therefore, we will
consider n = 1.5 for the next calculations. It should be noted that the optimum
value for n depends on the absorbing material and the subcell parameters.
To better understand the differences between periodic and quasi-periodic structures in exciting waveguide modes in the long wavelength range, we compare the
back-diffracted light by nanogratings. The FDTD calculation space is depicted in
Fig. 2(c). For both cases we consider a period of 600 nm with equal and nonequal
distances between nanowires for periodic and quasi-periodic structures, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 11, the quasi-periodic nanogratings can diffract back the incident
light with angles higher than critical angles into the absorbing layer, leading to
coupling of incident light to waveguide modes. The periodic structure reflects back
the light mainly in the zeroth-order of diffraction. It is known that larger period
can couple light into more diffraction orders and may excite a larger number of photonic resonances. However, these resonances are rather weak, since small fraction of
incident light is coupled into each mode. Moreover, considerable fraction of incident
light is diffracted into angles smaller than the critical angle, and is passed through
the absorbing layer without total internal reflection. Therefore, it is necessary to
find the optimal value for the period and the distances between nanowires in order
1550111-10
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Normalized reflected intensity distribution of (a) periodic and (b) quasi-periodic
nanogratings with a period of 600 nm corresponding to wavelength of 962 nm.

to excite a few diffraction orders with enough energy. The proposed design offers
the possibility to control the direction and the amplitude of light diffracted in each
order.
As discussed, quasi-periodic structure can excite planar waveguide modes in
addition to SPP resonances in the wavelength range of our interest. This issue
becomes more important when the illumination is TE-polarized which cannot excite
SPP resonances. In this case, the periodic plasmonic nanograting either has negative
or very small effect on enhancing optical absorption. To show the effectiveness of
the proposed structure for TE mode, we calculate the absorption spectrum for a
quasi-periodic structure with the period of 600 nm which consists of three subcells
(N = 3). The gap between plasmonic nanogratings is filled with a dielectric material
with the refractive index of 1.5. The calculated absorption spectrum compared
to the case of periodic structure (N = 1) with P = 200 nm and the reference
structure is depicted in Fig. 12. It is observed that quasi-periodic nanogratings can
excite photonic modes in the long wavelength leading to a broadband absorption
enhancement.
Finally, we investigate the performance of our final design (N = 3, n = 1.5)
across the entire spectral region for both TM and TE polarizations. Light absorption in the active layer as a function of wavelength compared to the reference
structure is depicted in Fig. 13. It is observed that a broadband and polarizationinsensitive absorption enhancement over a broad wavelength range of 400–1100 nm
is achieved due to the excitation of several photonic and plasmonic modes. As it
is evident, the quasi-periodic nanogratings outperform the periodic counterpart for
both TM and TE cases. The absorption enhancement of supercell, as compared
to that of the periodic structure, is about 7% for TM polarization and about 21%
for TE polarization. It is remarkable since the only difference between two cases is
the position of nanowires in the subcells. Therefore, considerable enhancement is
achieved by properly designing the nanostructured backcontact. It should be noted
1550111-11
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Absorption in the c-Si layer for the quasi-periodic nanogratings (N = 3),
periodic nanogratings (N = 1) and reference structure under TE-polarized plane wave.

Fig. 13.

(Color online) Absorption in the active layer for TE and TM polarizations.

that the structure under investigation is not fully optimized; hence, even further
enhancement can be achieved by optimizing all degrees of freedom.
4. Conclusion
Quasi-periodic plasmonic backcontact solar cells were proposed and designed for
effective light trapping to enhance optical absorption in c-Si layer. We have shown
that by choosing the proper value of key parameters, including period, height and
width of nanowires and the refractive index of embedding dielectric material, the
number and locations of photonic and plasmonic modes can be adjusted across the
1550111-12
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wavelength range of our interest. In comparison to the periodic structure, quasiperiodic nanogratings can excite several photonic and plasmonic modes across the
entire spectral region, particularly in the long wavelength region where c-Si is weakly
absorbing. Therefore, a significant broadband and polarization-insensitive absorption enhancement is achieved for both TM and TE cases.
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